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 Suffragette (2005) Warner Bros. The series follows the Russo family as they attempt to prove their family line to be direct
descendants of the infamous Suffragette Movement. In 2008, the series was rebranded as The Russo Family and aired on PBS

Kids. Sisters (2008–2010) Sisters follows the Russo's life as they attempt to balance their hectic lives in the media capital of the
world with their day to day lives as normal high schoolers. In 2010, the series was renamed as The Russo Family:Sisters and
aired on PBS Kids. Ride (2011) HBO Ride follows the Russo's on their summer vacation as they compete in a cross-country
road-race. In 2011, the series was renamed as The Russo Family: Ride and aired on HBO. The series was nominated for the

Television Critics Association Award for Individual Achievement in Drama, but lost to the second season of Mad Men. Person
of Interest (2013–2016) Warner Bros. Television Person of Interest follows Reese, a genius computer programmer who

becomes suspicious of ordinary people after her partner John gets kidnapped. In 2015, the series was renewed for a third season,
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but was shortened to a 13-episode run in 2016. Doubt (2016) Sony Pictures Television Doubt follows a 16-year-old girl from the
Bronx who gets a dream scholarship to attend a prestigious Catholic girls' school in New Jersey. In 2016, the series was renewed

for a second season. Lincoln (2017) Lincoln follows Abraham Lincoln as he fights for the 13th Amendment, which abolishes
slavery in the United States. In 2017, the series was renewed for a second season. Lincoln & John (2018) CBS Lincoln & John

follows John Wilkes Booth and how the attack on President Lincoln dramatically altered the course of American history. In
2018, the series was renewed for a second season. Rebels (2018–2019) Hulu Rebels follows the story of a young girl who is

taught by her mother to rebel against the oppressive regime of the state. In 2019, the series was renewed for a second season.
Meeting Mindy (2019– 82157476af
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